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Disclaimer

The material in this presentation (“material”) is not and does not constitute an offer, invitation or recommendation to subscribe

for, or purchase, any security in Atlantic Ltd (“Atlantic”) nor does it form the basis of any contract or commitment.

Neither Atlantic nor its subsidiaries make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or

completeness of this material. Atlantic, its directors, employees, agents and consultants, shall have no liability, including liability

to any person by reason of negligence or negligent misstatement, for any statements, opinions, information or matters, express

or implied, arising out of, contained in or derived from, or for any omissions from this material, except liability under statute that

cannot be excluded.

Statements contained in this material, particularly those regarding possible or assumed future performance, costs, production

levels or rates, prices, resources, reserves or potential growth of Atlantic including its subsidiaries or, industry growth or other

trend projections are, or may be, forward looking statements. Such statements relate to future events and expectations and, as

such, involve certain assumptions and known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results and developments may differ

materially from those expressed or implied by these forward looking statements depending on a variety of factors.
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Plant construction complete and stepwise 

commissioning of the plant at an advanced stage
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Stockpiled magnetite 

concentrate being  

fed into the kiln



Vanadium uses and industry structure
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Intermediate products
(Vanadium oxides)

PRODUCTS

FEEDSTOCK

END-USE INDUSTRIES

Steel Alloying
(Ferrovanadium-80, ferrovanadium-50, nitrovan)

High performance Alloys Vanadium Chemicals

Steel
(HSLA steel, tool steel, full alloy steel, stainless steel, carbon steel)

Aerospace
(Ti-Al-V alloys)

Chemicals
(Catalysts, batteries)

% of Total Vanadium Supplies

% of Vanadium Ore Supply

% of Global Vanadium demand

~85–90% ~5–10% ~3%

Secondary Sources
(Oil residues, power station fly ash, spent catalysts)

Primary Vanadium
(Mining)

~30%

~19%

Vanadium Slag
(Steel by-product)

Vanadium-Bearing Ores
(Magnetite, uranium ore, phosphate, bauxite)

~70%

~81%

Source: CPM Group Vanadium Market Outlook

New 
Windimurra 

supply



Vanadium price performance
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Source: Bloomberg

Ferro-vanadium (US), currently $US/kg 32

Ferro-vanadium (EU), currently $US/kg 26

Windimurra target 

market due to free 

trade agreement 

between Australia 

and US



Plant hot commissioning
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Existing calcined iron fines 

undergoing screening and 

stockpiling for shipment

Roasted magnetite concentrate 

from the rotary kiln undergoing 

leaching in vats

Stockpiled magnetite 

concentrate being  fed 

into the kiln



Vietnam
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 Vietnam integrated aluminium supply 

chain project being actively pursued 

 Atlantic signed an agreement with 

Vietnam’s National Institute of Mining & 

Metallurgy (“VIMLUKI”) to conduct a pre-

feasibility study on mine-rail-port solutions 

for Vietnam’s Central Highlands.

 Atlantic is proposing a long-term 

integrated “mine-rail-port” bauxite supply 

chain solution for the industry

 Agreement puts Atlantic one step closer 

to developing the “mine-rail-port project”



Vietnam
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 China’s bauxite consumption and imports 

continue to hit record levels.  Near-term 

bauxite demand will be driven by China, 

India and Middle East.

 Environmental regulations forecasted to 

limit India’s internal bauxite mining 

capacity and constrain global supply.

 China already reliant on imported bauxite. 

An estimated 61% of requirement is 

currently imported1.

 Metal Bulletin Alumina Index spot price 

forecast eclipses US$590/t by 2013 

(+63% from 2010 spot price of US$366/t)

1 Source: Harbor Intelligence, June 2011 report.


